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Adobe pdf reader[image: pdf] click here 

Adobe flash[image: flash] click here

Open Office [image: open]click here
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How your classroom works


	
Finding your way around the classroom:

[image: folder] This icon just indicates the start of a section - it's not interactive, it's a marker.

[image: folder]folder: click on it to reach the downloadable files for each outcome.

[image: globe] presentation which can be viewed online -  It will also lead you to videos and animations.

[image: tickbox] online quiz.



Recommendation:

It may be too crowded on the page with your whole course visible. 

There's a small box at the top right corner of each section:[image: box]

Click on it and all the other sections you aren't in at the moment shrink down to a navigation bar the bottom of your screen, so that you can move from one section to another easily.

Click again and they'll come back if you want to see everything.






Skip Networking with students/gardeners:
Networking with students/gardeners:


 [image: Facebook icon]
BEST Facebook page

There is also

The RHS Exams Study Group:   this is run by and for students only, so that you can compare notes in private.You need to do a search for this on Facebook and request to join. 
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Calendar



◄ Previous month | April 2024 | Next month ►

	Sun	Mon	Tue	Wed	Thu	Fri	Sat
	 	1	2	3	4	5	6
	7	8	Today Tuesday, 9 April 9	10	11	12	13
	14	15	16	17	18	19	20
	21	22	23	24	25	26	27
	28	29	30	 	 	 	 
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 Garden Advice 2



[image: The Guardian]

	In defence of wasps: a misunderstood insect with human-like qualities

	‘It will blow people away’: Dutch superstar gardener redesigns RHS flagship Wisley garden

	Spring is here, and more light means more time in the garden

	Houseplants aren’t really meant for inside, so give them some attention

	‘We need to accept the weeds’: the Dutch ‘tile whipping’ contest seeking to restore greenery
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